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A Note from the Author
We are facing a phenomenon I have not seen in my nearly three decades in the building industry – tremendous structural demand
that most builders are unable to meet at the profit margins they need. As you will read in the first article, “10 Questions to Ruin Your
Year … unless …” there are eight broad cost categories builders must cover and each one is going up. Yet mounting evidence shows
the retail sales price of new homes is too high compared to existing for sale homes and that exerts tremendous drag on price
escalation. In short, builders will not be able to maintain let alone grow margin through price hikes … unless. What is the “unless?”
Each builder must find their own, but the “unless” means doing things fundamentally different that you have done them in the past.
This requires major change and as we all know, change is hard. Remember the warning of Albert Einstein however, “Insanity is doing
the same things the way we have always done them and expecting different results.” Working more and harder will not produce
margin in this market.
The remaining articles in this series will help you dig deeper, exposing the sources of missing margin dollars and how to measure
them but a couple of caveats are in order. First, if this was easy, anyone could do it and you already would have. I have seen builder
after builder grasp these concepts intellectually yet ignore the evidence of their manifestation in their own organization. The result
is despite understanding the problems at a macro level, micro level behavior rarely changes. All we have to do is talk to field‐level
employees and suppliers & trades and we learn the truth.
Having said that, during TrueNorth’s Lean Process implementations with more than 150 builders in 5 countries, we have witnessed
builders make remarkable changes and grow as organizations and individuals, creating greater margin for themselves along with
their suppliers & trades, while building a better home for the customer. What is the single factor that most defines those builders
who excel versus the also‐rans? The answer is “senior management will.” I have personally worked with more than 200 builders in
my career and I have yet to see an exception to this rule. So if you have the will, embark on this journey with us and your team.
Getting all of your people to read this series and encouraging totally open and frank discussions in a safe environment is an excellent
way to begin.
As I have said in previous article collections, whether you learn something new, confirm a lesson learned long ago, or even strongly
disagree with something, distribute these articles to your associates – internal and external – and they are guaranteed to stimulate
spirited and productive debate. As always, I encourage your feedback to scott@truen.com, or now and then I am available at our
office at 248‐446‐1275.

About TrueNorth
TrueNorth Development was founded by Scott Sedam in 1997 to provide consulting and training services to homebuilders worldwide. Our six
consultant/facilitators have worked with more than 200 builders in the United States, Canada, Australia, and Mexico, helping builders produce better
homes at lower cost with the highest levels of customer satisfaction. TrueNorth provides a wide variety of services from planning to field training
and is the acknowledged leader in the implementation of Lean process & methods in the building industry, with more than 150 implementations
since 2007. Learn more about us at www.TrueN.com and please join the LeanBuilding Group on www.LinkedIn.com.
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questions to
ruin your year...
If you think you’ll get significantly higher retail prices in 2015 for your homes,
you’re kidding yourself—but there are some factors you can control

e

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
ver since the harrowing movie The Perfect Storm, where the
world’s sexiest man and his fishing trawler perform a backflip
off the largest rogue wave of all
time, the term “perfect storm”
has topped the charts for phrases that managers, pundits,
consultants, and writers use to provoke a response from their
audiences. But, try as I might, I can’t think of anything more
apt to describe the prognosis for the home building industry in
2015—with the addition of “a twist” because the current situation involves a combination of factors I’ve not seen in my nearly three decades in the business. Those factors will make 2015
one of the most frustrating years ever for builders, and most
will be stuck with declining margins, able to do little about it.
It doesn’t have to be that way, but to understand how to fix it,
let’s start with the twist and work back from there.
The twist is the good news—and there’s a lot of it. First,
the economy. As I write this, we are coming off the best three
consecutive months of job growth in 17 years. That’s a big
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statistic, and it’s even larger because the number—around
750,000—is about double what’s required to sustain a normally good growth pattern. (OK, it needs to be double as we
claw our way out of a depressed period and have a lot of
catching up to do. But the positive impact is inarguable, and
more people working can only be good news for housing.)
Second, although we hear constant gnashing of teeth over
the quality and pay for these new jobs, the most recent reports
show that compensation is also climbing, once again in catchup mode. So can we dispel that negative as well?
An oft-cited caveat is that many people have simply dropped
out of the job market and are permanently unemployed and
living on the dole. Yet even with the tremendous job-growth
of the past quarter, unemployment edged up slightly. While
that sounds like a contradiction, economists insist that this is
a good thing because it means folks are reentering the job market. More employed citizens translates to increased spending
for goods, services, and housing. Meanwhile, government takes
in more tax revenue and pays out less for welfare. That equals
deficit reduction, provided we don’t simply spend the excess.
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unless...
all about the politics
There is a caution though. An election is just two years away.
With the housing market up, the auto industry working overtime, profits growing in almost every sector of the economy,
a strong dollar, and a record stock market, Republican and
even Democratic presidential nominees will be working hard
to convince you that things aren’t as good as they seem—
because they have to. President Obama’s approval rating is
so low that anything associated with him, even good news,
haggs to be distanced.
The point is, there will be a barrage of speeches, ads, and Fox/
Talk rants from presidential hopefuls about how things really
aren’t much better—the evidence notwithstanding. It will be
interesting to see how this negativity affects public perception.
For now, the economic improvements translate into strong
housing demand. More workers mean more housing. Most researchers and pundits project in the neighborhood of 1 million starts in 2015, and one of the leading housing economists

projects a 26 percent increase. That simply can’t happen because of the increasing trade shortage—one of the storm factors cited below—but regardless, herein lies the twist: Despite
the strong economics and structural demand, we keep reading
that Millennials find themselves priced out of the market.
That’s important because it blocks up the pyramid at the
bottom. What’s worse is a February 8 report by Erik Franks,
manager of information management at John Burns Real
Estate Consulting, that visually depicts an all-time record gap
between the sales price of new homes compared with that of
resale housing. I’ve always heard that the gap should be 10 to
12 percent, not more than 15 percent. Yet this chart shows the
smallest gap at nearly 20 percent—at times it’s in the 30 to 40
percent range, on up to a couple of high-end builders exceeding 100 percent. This implies that people are being priced out
of move-up housing as well. Not good.
The bottom line is that the price of new homes exceeds
existing homes by far too much. The message is clear: If you
think you’ll get significantly higher retail prices in 2015 for
your homes, you’re kidding yourself.

ProBuilder.com Professional Builder
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questions to keep you up at night
So demand is potentially strong, but only if we get the pricing
down? Just how likely is that? Few will figure out how to do
it, so most builders will fail to tap into this demand with the
margins they need. You may be skeptical, so get your team together, or a group of builders together, and ask the questions
that I have asked roomfuls of people at recent industry presentations. While contemplating the warm-fuzzy feeling of
all this talk of increased demand, I ask how many believe that
during 2015 you will experience lower costs for the following:

1. raw land?

I have yet to see a single hand go up to
this question, as most distressed land beyond scattered lots
is already spoken for. My hometown of Detroit, now enjoying
its own remarkable resurgence, has had busloads of Texans
combing the city during the past two years looking to buy
land. You know the old saying, “Follow the money?” I suggest
that “Follow the Texans!” may be just as strong an indicator.
Raw land is up virtually everywhere.

2. land development?

Once again, no hands
appear. OK, it will cost less to fuel the Cat this year, so maybe
the graders can hold the line, but surveying, engineering,
plot planning, legal fees, and all the material including pipe,
gravel, and concrete are subject to demand-induced price
hikes, so count on a significant increase.

3. entitlement? Again, no joy. Impact fees and permits

will head nothing but north due to governments’ insatiable
need to raise revenue without being accused of raising taxes.
This is tricky business, and you have to understand the
motivation. Case in point: Michigan desperately needs a billion
dollars for road repairs. Rick Snyder, our Republican governor,
“manned up” and called for a 10 cents-per-gallon fuel tax hike
for one thing only: road repair. An engineer by training, his
unassailable logic suggested that we raise the revenue from
exactly those who use the service and in direct proportion to
the amount used. What a concept! The legislature, however,
scared to death that the Koch Brothers or “Americans for
Perfect Roads for Free” would attack them for supporting such
a tax hike, punted the decision to the citizens by putting a
1 percent sales tax increase proposal as a public referendum
on the spring ballot. This way they can claim, “We didn’t raise
taxes, the people did!” And so it goes with impact and permit
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fees. You can raise a lot of cash without technically increasing
taxes. The beat goes on. Entitlement is up with a bullet.

4. trade labor?

After the laughter subsides, all that’s
left to discuss is how much of an increase you can expect.
Does it have to be this way? For all but a few, yes. But serious
mitigation is possible, and some builders will pay far more
than others and think it’s just an industrywide phenomenon.
The only solution for getting not just the best trades but the
best crews at a competitive price is to dedicate yourself to truly
becoming the “builder of choice.” Start by asking yourself a
tough but revealing question: What—besides throwing a higher
bid price at them—can we do for our trade contractors to help
them become more profitable? Then ask the trades directly—
all of them. It will change the way you do business and will
hold down costs, if you’re willing to listen, learn, and respond.

5. material?

I attended a January meeting where a
national purchasing manager from a Top 20 U.S. builder hurt
badly in 2014 by trade shortages declared that the company
expected to be similarly hurt in 2015 by material shortfalls. He
went on to say that most builders will be caught by surprise
over this issue. His company is now challenging itself on how
to build supplier loyalty much the same as it has worked with
its trade contractors. Has your firm anticipated this arena of
cost increase? I’m guessing not, so you should immediately
engage, or you will be paying more.

6. overhead? One of the strongest turnaround indica

tors is the continual posting of want ads to LinkedIn groups
and job boards for all types of home building personnel.
“Do you know anyone?” calls and e-mails to our office have
exponentially increased during the past year due to both
growth and because so many experienced people have left
the industry. Personnel costs are just one factor in overhead,
but we know they’re going up as competition for good people
increases. Office rent is also sure to increase, as we just found
out in discussions to renew our lease in Michigan.

7. financing? It seems inevitable that with the economy

improving there will be some upward rate pressure. At the very
least, financing costs aren’t going down. When people compete
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for money, like anything else, the price climbs. Wasn’t it just a
couple of years ago that we read articles about the dangers of
coming deflation? Seems like ancient history now.

specialty niche producing a short-term bonanza or are still
living off that incredible land-buy from five years ago, this
means one thing: Most builders, unless they do some things
very differently in 2015, will experience decreased profit.

8. sales, marketing, and advertising?

doing it differently

Everyone is trying to make up for the losses of the down
years, and we can’t expect much difference here. They all
want more, and who can blame them? On one hand, we now
have more ways to skin this cat, but on the other, there are
more arenas we feel compelled to enter. I mean, we have
to have Twitter, right? And the company Facebook page?
And 33 LinkedIn Groups, and Pinterest, and … and … and
… So now we need a person and software to manage all of
that. Oh, and don’t forget that the Parade of Homes is back
in a big way, so we have to be represented there again. And
convincing those Millennials to come and look and buy
is harder than it used to be. Sigh. This cost is going up, too.

9. how many believe that the retail
sales price will increase enough to
cover increases in 1 – 8? Let’s get serious now.
The smartest people I know in the research and marketing
world say that sales price pressure is down, not up. Yes, there
is demand, but if constrained by price, how will it manifest
itself? Do you really think you can average 5 percent more this
year? How about 3 percent? Or zero? What’s the outcome?

1O. how many of you believe that
your profit will increase in 2015? Given

your answers to 1–9, let’s just let this one sit for a minute. If,
after staring down the brutal realities of Questions 1–9, you
can answer a heartfelt “Yes!” to question 10, you’re either
living a fantasy or you have a definite plan of action to help
you find dollars you’re not finding today either by earning a
higher sales prices or reducing cost, or both—and that plan
had better be specific and intentional with assignments
and accountability established. Managing by memo such as
strongly urging everyone to work harder and smarter and to
stop wasting money doesn’t count.
The math is pretty simple. In questions 1–8 you’re looking
at an average cost increase of at least 5 percent and probably
more. To cover that and to maintain your margin, you need
a sales price increase of 8 to 10 percent. Unless you’re in a
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So what would doing things differently look like? I know this
much, the solution isn’t to simply tweak current systems or
just do more of the same, doubling down and working harder.
We have data from 125 builders showing more than
$60,000 of waste in product and process in the average
$250,000 to $300,000 home built in the U.S. That’s an average of about $10,000 in each of six cost buckets that could
be tapped without dumbing down the houses or beating up
suppliers and trades. I don’t know any builders yet who have
accessed all of the sources, totaling about 20 percent of sales
price, but some are halfway there. Imagine what a difference
it would make if you could find and eliminate say just 4 percent of sales price?
Take that 4 percent and multiply it by your average sales
price, let’s say $250,000. Now take that $10,000 and multiply
it by your closings goal for the next 12 months, let’s say it’s 50
units. That’s a half million dollars, which can spell the difference between just getting by and making real money. For a
200-unit builder averaging a $350,000 sales price, that 4 percent looks like $2.8 million. Is that worth a bit of trouble to
pursue? The waste is there, the data is undeniable. All you
have to do is find it.
In next month’s article, I’ll help you do that. We’ll look
in detail at the six specific buckets—the sources of excess
cost and waste amounting to 20 percent of your sales price.
Meanwhile, challenge your team to discover your firm’s sources. Get a group consensus on what they are, how much they
could hold, and how you might pursue them. To get to the
root causes, however, requires a safe environment where everyone can be completely honest with no fear of retribution.
After all, it’s inevitable that some of the sources will point
right back to the management team. No pain, no gain. Now
and then, an old cliché says it best. PB
Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development, an internationally known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit area. He
welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback at scott@truen
.com. Find Sedam’s LeanBuilding Blog on probuilder.com or truen.com,
where you will find archives of past articles. You can also join “The
LeanBuilding Group” on LinkedIn.
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Your Bucket List
2015 will be the Year of Building Dangerously, unless ...
you find additional margin. Here’s where to look for it
By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
ast month I explained why
2015 presents a “perfect
storm” for home builders.
David Crowe, chief economist for the NAHB, predicts 16 percent growth in
new residential construction this year
and more than 35 percent for 2016.
That should be cause for celebration,
yet significant increases in every cost
category, from land to sales and marketing, from construction hard costs to
overhead, pose real obstacles.
In normal markets, high demand
drives increased sales prices for new
homes, but things are different this
year. Even in the face of impressive
structural demand, research from
Burns, Meyers, the WSJ, et al., suggests
that builders can’t raise sales prices
enough to fully cover their increasing
costs because they are overpriced in all
market segments. The gap between the
price of new homes and that of existing for-sale homes has widened to unprecedented levels, exerting a strong
downward force on price increases for
comparative units. There will be some
increases, but more in some markets
than others and not enough in virtually all. The result: 95 percent of all U.S.
builders will grow this year, but with
lower profit margins—unless they undertake fundamental change.
Most builders are thus desperate
to find another 3 percent to 5 percent
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margin. And one thing’s for certain,
trying to pound it out of suppliers and
trades won’t work because, in this market, they’ll just move on to a competitor.
But what if I told you there was five to
10 times that amount of margin available, if you know where to look and resolve to find it and do what it takes to
book it? Would you at least try?

Doing Things Differently
Over the past eight years my colleagues and I have shepherded home
builders through more than 150 Lean
process implementations where crossfunctional teams voluntarily subject
themselves to days on end listening
to suppliers and trades describe what
now totals more than 25,000 specific
improvement ideas in a detailed, highly structured format.
The savings identified almost always exceed $10K per unit by week’s
end, without asking for a single price
concession. After hearing from nearly
5,000 supplier and trade companies,
voluminous data reveals the one-offs
versus the continuing patterns of
waste. Through that process, we began to see six general “buckets” into
which the improvements and resultant savings fit.
At times there’s considerable overlap, as the same opportunity—drywall
is a great example—may be caused
by labor issues, inefficient design, or

sub-optimized buying practices if not
a combination of all three. So it’s common for one idea to affect two or three
buckets, and it’s not unusual to see an
impact on four or five.
The stunning, inarguable conclusion
is a very conservative finding of waste
exceeding 20 percent of sales price in
the $300,000 median-price U.S. home.
That’s $60,000 per unit—a seemingly
astronomical number.
Can it be true? For whatever reasons,
home building hasn’t been subject to
the same level of scrutiny as other industries over the years for the application of lean principles and effort to reduce waste in product and process.
What is important to know is that
every other industry that has been
thoroughly measured, such as automotive, reveals 40 percent or even more in
waste. Ever tour an auto plant? Ever
seen how they build multiple models
now on the same assembly line with
almost no inventory? Ever watch as
there is almost no wasted motion and
virtually zero rework? Ever marvel at
the luxury of having the same people
come to work at the same location on
the same product, day after day? Now
ask yourself: Which industry is inherently more wasteful as currently practiced, home building or automotive?
I rest my case.
Twenty percent is just getting started, so let’s have a look.
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The Buckets
The $10,000 value on each
bucket comes from the data we
have accumulated to support
that amount as a minimum,
although for some builders the
potential is much greater.
We have found, for example,
that for each dollar you find in
product, you find at least two
in process. Each builder will
gravitate to some categories
more than others, and thus
the distributions vary widely.
Where they focus is not always where the most dollars
are, but where the builder is
more adept or at least comfortable looking. Everyone goes after No. 2, product, because it’s
the easiest. You can see it, feel
it, take pictures of the waste.
Process, which is No. 3, on the
other hand—or the “black art”
of land development—and No.
1, are much more difficult to
get your arms around. Cycle
time, No. 4, often remains untouched because most builders don’t fully understand the
remarkable impact of absorption on fixed cost. And as far as
supplier/trade costs go, almost
everyone is afraid to touch
No.’s 5 and 6, although we do
see progress.

At the end of a project, if house cost variance exceeds $500, a builder will convene a
court of inquiry to discover the source. Yet if
finished-lot cost exceeds $5K over the original budget, the reaction is, “Gee, land sure
is expensive here,” and then you move on
to the next agenda item. It’s natural to focus
most heavily on that which you can control,
and two of the three components of finishedlot cost seem largely beyond our influence:
the price of raw land, and entitlements.
But the substantial remaining piece, land
development, can push up the cost of a lot
$10K in a heartbeat. Dirt balance to make
the lots work often reveals costs that can be
greatly reduced by deciding exactly what
you’re going to build prior to mass grading
and undergrounds, and then sticking with it.
Similarly, putting genuine thought into
how you lay out utilities can be huge.
It’s always a bonus, for example, to keep
trenches out from under driveways but if
unavoidable, paying particular attention to
depth, bedding, and backfill can save tens
of thousands in warranty cost. Sweating
the details here can create a significant
bottom-line impact.
If you buy finished lots, the tack is to proactively work upstream with your developers to ensure that they understand your requirements to build most efficiently.

1. Land & Lot

$10K

Despite the success at picking off the lowhanging fruit in this category during the
recent industry crash, we are still amazed
at what is found in each session. There
are many sources to examine here, with
incredible waste in concrete, mechanicals,
finishes, and every other cost category, but
the most egregious waste we see virtually
everywhere is in wood and engineered
wood products (EWP) truss and panels. It
is a rare house where we can’t quickly spot
$1,000 in waste, and $3,000 is common.
Each builder has to meet two codes:
the building code and the “customer
code.” Meet the building code for the
second-floor master and each time the
customer crosses it she feels it bounce …
and you’ve lost. Beyond those two codes,
however, all is waste.
I continually hear instances of overbuilding dismissed with comments like, “That
must be a shear requirement, or wind-load.”
Well, is it really? More often than not, it’s still
overbuilt. With some notable exceptions,
most architects don’t concern themselves
with those details, and most engineers overspec them, sometimes grossly so. Some
builders simply let the lumber/EWP/truss
suppliers do the takeoffs and layouts and
we find most all of these over-spec’d as well.
The answer is to find yourself a truly good
engineer; one who will save you his or her
fee multiple times over on each house you
build by thoroughly dialing in exactly what
is required—and what is not—for each plan.

2. Product

Including design, plans,
& specifications

$10K
ProBuilder.com Professional Builder
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There’s far
more margin
available
to builders
than they
realize. But
you need to
know where
to look and
make a total
commitment
to find it.

Process is truly the Holy Grail in home building and we could rightfully lump No.’s 4 and
5 below under the same heading. It is deserving of an article unto itself.
There are myriad home building processes to consider, but at the core is what’s
usually called the “start package.” With the
start package in hand and feedback from
suppliers and trades about its accuracy,
you can predict most everything else about
how well things go for any builder. When
I began with the Chicago division of a national builder in the 1980s, its start package
was called “The Bible,” which indicates the
degree of reverence with which it was treated. Field superintendents, project managers, suppliers, and trades alike considered it
gospel. It was that good, that accurate, and
completely dependable.
To get there, though, a ton of other things
had to be done right. Options and selections were 100 percent nailed down and
salespeople were trained to sell what the
company offered and to keep customers
happy doing so while meeting all cut-off
dates. Late change orders were virtually
nonexistent, as were VPOs.
Further upstream, management had decided early on exactly what the company
was building and stuck with it; early enough
that purchasing could get the bids, contracts, and scopes all nailed down—up front.
The result was that things ran beautifully.
Imagine my shock when I discovered that
only a few other divisions in that company
met the Chicago division’s standards of accuracy and completeness. In the 26 years since,
I’ve found that the vast majority of builders
can’t meet that standard, to their loss. The
difference that operational excellence in just
this one process makes—in how well both
the home builder and the 35 to 50 suppliers
and trades that build the house operate—
can’t be understated. Any small amount of
neglect here translates to big dollars.

3. Process

I’ve written about cycle time for years,
perhaps ad nauseam, yet most builders
still fail to recognize the impact. The dollar sway per house per day as calculated
by our “Saved Day Calculator” Excel template is typically four to seven times the
amount that most builders will initially estimate. (Email me to receive a free copy of
the template for your internal use.)
The key is increased absorption of fixed
costs over a greater number of units in a
set time period, while requiring less time
to build. Coming out of the downturn,
however, the current trade shortage—
combined with looming shortages of materials—has expanded cycle times, which
is exactly the opposite of what we need.
We’ve also found virtually no correlation
between cycle time and quality as far as the
commonly held belief that quality requires
more time. If anything, the opposite is true.
Without knowing a builder’s current cycle time and cost structure including fixed
and variable percentages, it’s tough to determine a rule of thumb here, but start with
$500 per house per day saved. So if you
build 50 units and you save five schedule
days, that’s a potential of 50 units at $2,500
per unit or $125K gross margin. Got your
attention? That’s assuming you use those
saved days to build more units and sell
them, but that’s the goal. For builders who
crack this code, everything gets better.

4. Cycle Time

$10K

Including overhead,
sales, & marketing
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This too is not new for readers of this column. Yet once again, it remains largely untouched. I frequently pose a series of questions to groups of suppliers and trades all
across the country. First I ask how many trips
they make beyond what should be necessary to complete their work for each house,
if everything had been 100% right from plans
and specifications to bid packages and start
packages. It’s always one or two for each of
them, and many, such as painters and lumber companies, report an additional three,
four, five, or even more added trips. Then we
talk about what these trips cost.
I ask what would happen to their bottom
line if they could eliminate just half of those
trips. From our database, we know that very
conservatively, the average U.S. home carries a buried cost factor of a minimum of
50 extra trips costing $200 each that should
not have to be made. That’s a $10K bill buried under every house in America.
My final question to trades and suppliers, however, is really directed at the builders in the room. “How many of you,” I ask,
“have ever had a builder ask to sit down with
you for the express purpose of reducing or
eliminating those extra trips and saving you
money?” I virtually never see a hand raised.
It’s in their overhead, so it’s in their cost structure, so yes, you the builder are paying, but
no one does much about it. And you say that
you are really interested in cost reduction? If
you eliminated those trips, how much more
real work could those suppliers and trades
do for you? And might they look differently
at you during the bidding process?

5. Supplier/Trade
Wasted or
unnecessary trips

$10K
41

This bucket remains almost entirely untouched in home building, but is standard
operating procedure now in most other industries. Car manufacturers routinely spend
time upstream in their suppliers’ facilities
helping them identify and eliminate waste
and cost, knowing that in the process they
are helping themselves.
I like to ask high-inventory suppliers such
as lumber and cabinet companies to think
for a moment of the best builder in terms
of schedule, planning, and efficiency that
they’ve ever supplied; the builder who always
gives them sufficient time to order whatever’s
needed for each house. Then I ask them to
imagine if all builders were that good; what
then would be the percentage of inventory
they could eliminate? Cabinet companies often say 90 or 100 percent, while the average
for lumber dealers is around 50 percent.
Most research says that inventory costs,
all-in, average at least 30 percent of the material value annually. That’s a massive amount
of money that builders could help suppliers
save—and inventory is just one item on a
list of areas where builders can help. As with
wasted trips, if we were to go about the business of sincerely trying to help our suppliers
and trades reduce their cost in any way we
can, do you think it might have an impact on
how they bid us next time? Count on it!

6. Supplier/Trade
Overhead

$10K

Even this brief overview
makes it clear that claiming
an average of just $10K in each
of the six buckets is not just
believable but is genuine lowball accounting. In 2015, The
Year of Building Dangerously,
we’re seeing a level of demand
we have only dreamed of since
the downturn. That demand
won’t be met by raising prices.
In fact, if anything, you should
be trying to lower your prices.
One of our builders who
normally sells an average of
35 monthly did just that for
February, a short month, and
sold 72 units by offering what
he termed “crazy discounts.”
That proves the demand is
there. Yet he knows he can’t
keep pricing that way … unless
… he finds a way to build more
efficiently. That’s his challenge.
That is your challenge: 2015
could still be good and 2016
even better, but you’d better get
started. Step one is to change
the way you think. PB

Scott Sedam is president of
TrueNorth Development, an internationally known consulting and
training firm based in the Detroit
area. He welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback
at scott@truen.com. For a PDF
of Scott Sedam’s article series on
“Bridging the Margin Gap” plus
an Excel Template to calculate
saved day and trip cost impacts,
e-mail info@truen.com and put
“Margin Gap” in the subject line.
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By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor

A

decade ago when my colleagues and I began spending
a great deal of our time implementing Lean principles
in the home building industry, we frequently remarked,
“For each dollar you find in
product waste, you’ll find another dollar of waste in process.”
We were wrong. After more than 150 field implementations
with builders of all types and sizes, we now know that there
are at least two dollars of process waste for each dollar you
find in product, and in our experience, the larger the builder,
the greater the waste. This is not just due to the multiplier
impact of volume. It comes with the need to create ever more
complex processes to control higher volumes of production. If
there is anything that breeds waste, it’s complexity.
The good news is that this translates to opportunity, something that many of this year’s Housing Giants understand.
Process waste represents a deep pool of margin to recover in any
year. In 2015 however, as described in my two previous articles in
the March and April issues, recovering this loss is even more
critical because steadily increasing costs, with limited
sales price increases, mean that most builders will
sell more homes but at a lower margin. And 2016
will be no easier. The bad news is that
process waste is harder to
understand, find, define,
measure, and eliminate
than product waste.
It makes sense to first pick the
low-hanging fruit of product waste.
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process
perils & profit
After all, the “hard costs” of labor and material are typically
50 percent of new-home sales prices, plus or minus 5 percent,
and although most builders have worked hard in this realm
since the downturn, we’re still amazed at what turns up in
each Lean implementation.

look to the underlying cause
The trick is understanding how much of the actual hard cost
of each home, from initial project planning through warranty, is labor and material that is absolutely required. A certain
amount of concrete, lumber, roofing, siding, and mechanical
components, etc., with associated labor, must go into each
home. Anything beyond these requirements is waste. Take
the median-price U.S. home at $300,000 and peg hard cost at
$150,000. Remove all the waste, and you spend how much?
$140K? $125K? Lower? In last month’s article I detailed six
buckets holding at least $10K each in waste. The late author
Stephen Covey called this “a world of abundance.”
To make this even more difficult, some of what is termed
“hard material cost” is in fact caused by process failure. That
Dumpster full of 3-foot cutoffs looks like product, but the
cause is takeoff error—a process failure. That extra layer of
backer you specify behind the showers that no one else in
town uses is absolutely product waste, right? Yet the true
cause is process failure from a faulty standard set years before. How about those oversize lam beams in your best-selling
model? If it’s that big and heavy, it must go down as material
waste—or does it? The source is over-engineering, or perhaps
the architect who forgot the implications of bumping out the
first floor family room wall, leaving a real challenge to support the second story. Time and again, an ounce of neglected

process produces a pound of wasted product and the labor
that goes with it.
Like so many difficult problems, this gets messy in a hurry. My
mind is flooded with hundreds of examples. In the Midwest, a
large builder began excavation for his first home in a new 400lot development after the first lift of the streets was in, only to
discover that all the water laterals were located on just one side
of the street. Easy to predict a huge bill for 200 of these homes
to tunnel under existing streets and run pipes to the other side.
Half a million in time and material added to final lot costs, plus
a big load of management and admin time, and the root cause:
process failure between builder and developer. The dollars spent
on attorneys to sort that one out just added to the damage.
I recall a young purchasing manager who, in pursuit of a
large bonus, brought in a couple of new, cheaper painters to
replace the builder’s long-term trade relationship. That move
made field superintendents as well as service and warranty
staff miserable for the next six months with massive rework.
The incentive system actually drove wasted product, labor,
and lost schedule days totaling up to a huge negative multiplier of the phantom savings from a lower bid price. Of course,
the builder failed to measure that and the purchasing manager got his nice bonus, another process loss.
Or take the design center manager who believed that to sell
homes she had to let customers pick any hand-rail combination with associated brackets and rosettes from a catalog that
would put a NAPA auto parts counter book to shame. That
caused continual rework for the framer who had to return to
bust holes and add blocks because he never knew where the
rails would attach, not to mention three trips for the drywaller,
two for the painter, and one more for the trim guy to reinstall.
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we now know
that there are at
least two dollars
of process for
each dollar you
find in product.

And how about a division president who rushed a new community to open four months earlier than originally planned,
hoping to get another 20 sales in before year’s end? He changed
product twice after bid packages had gone out, causing substantial lost time, confusion, and errors for the suppliers and
trades. As if that wasn’t enough, he then had the second stories
torn off several models after the roofs and mechanicals were in.
No, he still didn’t get it right, and the five extra sales he did get
that year didn’t make a dime while he turned the entire operation on its head. We can’t even measure the cost to his people,
but we know it was monumental, and we can trace it all back to
a faulty process for a new community startup.
I’d like to say that these examples are rare, but in truth, they
go on every day. They’re not always so dramatic and expensive,
but the small ones add up to big dollars. Missing details on
plans and specifications may be clarified in a single phone call,
but that phone call can cost $8 or $10 in lost time, plus the time
it takes to reengage in whatever you were doing. That doesn’t
sound so bad, but what if there are 50 missing details on each
plan—not an unusual number at all if you make an effort to
count them. And what if half of those initiate a sort of construction conga line that goes something like this: The framing crew leader calls his boss about a truss that doesn’t seem
to line up right. Framing boss calls field superintendent. Field
superintendent calls construction vice president. Construction
vice president calls purchasing manager who walks it over
to the estimator. After staring at a few screens, they both
scratch their heads and walk it over to architecture.
Architecture calls the truss company. Truss guy, after
30 minutes of studying it, calls architecture back and
together they figure out that the truss is actually not the one
on the gable end of the roof, but the last one over the garage
and is a half-foot different in pitch. They start the whole chain
back again, eventually getting to the field superintendent who
goes out to measure it with the framer. Ahhhh … turns out
that those two very close-but-no-cigar trusses weren’t labelled
when shipped out. Then the discussion starts about whether
they should (a) get another truss because the other one had
already been “made to work,” or (b) rebuild this one in the field,
launching another round of phone calls. Detail this out and
you have a $500 bill in a heartbeat. More process pain.

become a master of process
This is where it gets expensive for the large production home
builder. For a small local builder, most of those steps are
concentrated in one or two people and the resolution comes
quickly. The big builder, on the other hand, has—out of
necessity—established division of labor into multiple departments, increasing complexity. We are
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taught to appreciate these departmental efficiencies, yet
we rarely consider the inevitable losses that go with them.
Here’s a rule for you: In the absence of carefully designed
systems and process to prevent it, division of labor into departments always results in costly breakdowns in communication. Count on it.
Step one to curing these ills is to start looking at all of your
costs in terms of process. All of them. If you want to truly be
the best, the most profitable, with delighted customers, you
have to become a master of process. Dr. W. Edwards Deming,
the world’s foremost quality and operations guru, was wellknown for saying, “85 percent of the problems are the fault
of management, not the workers.” Although I first read that
more than 30 years ago, I confess that it wasn’t until I got
deep into Lean implementation that I fully understood how
or why this occurs. I hope you see it now as well.
The root is in process, and who is responsible for creating
and maintaining processes in a home building, or any other,
organization? Management. I suggest that you assemble your
team and brainstorm all of the processes used to manage the
business, then pick the top 10 or 12 that have the largest impact. Next, rate them in terms of how well your team performs
on each, prioritize, pick two or three, and get to work making
them better. Keep it tightly focused for starters because you’ll
find that the highest-impact processes involve nearly everyone in the company. Next month we will take a deeper dive
into the list of processes you must develop to the highest level
to become a genuine Process Master. These include:
1. New community startup: from land purchase through
opening the first model
2. Product design: from conception through fully detailed
working drawings
3. Bid package: including specifications, options, contracts,
and scopes of work
4. Sales fulfillment: translating customer choices to 100 percent
accurate input for start package
5. Start package: all the details of exactly what goes into each
house
6. Schedule: accurate and predictable for suppliers, trades,
and customers alike
7. Supplier / trade management: securing the top trades and
best crews at a competitive price
8. PO / VPO process: accurate, efficient, responsive with mini
mal variance
9. Field construction management: including site manage
ment, material management, QA
10. Homeowner management: from first visit to model through
warranty delivery
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economies of scale
Remember that lecture in Economics 101 about “economies
of scale”? One of the hardest lessons learned in the modern
era of countless mergers and acquisitions is that there are
a couple of annoying laws that go with scale, including the
law of diminishing returns and the fact that variation in processes increases with size exponentially, not arithmetically.
Double from 100 units to 200 and complexity doesn’t double,
it increases by a factor of four or more due to compounded variation and the myriad interfaces between customers,
communities, employees, suppliers, and trades while managing the tens of thousands of parts going into each house in a
largely uncontrolled environment called “the great outdoors.”
The problem with process is that the bigger you get, the more
challenging it is to manage the chaos, often outweighing your
presumed economies of scale. Working harder won’t fix it.
The only solution is to work smarter.
I could continue with 100 pages of process waste examples.
My articles over the years are littered with them. But consider
just one more: How much of your management time—from
site superintendent up through CEO—is actually spent on
process waste? That is, if everything really went right from
site planning to design to sales to purchasing to finance, accounting, admin, building, and customer care, what percentage is absolutely necessary versus what percentage is spent
managing crises, reworking, and doing work you shouldn’t
even be doing in the first place? If you’re confident that more
than 50 percent of your time spent each day is truly critical
to the process—at least the process as it should work—then
congratulations! You’re operating at the 99th percentile. Or
you have joined the vast majority who are kidding themselves.
There are two kinds of builders that make the most money: Deal Makers and Process Masters. The problem with the
former is that you’re eternally dependent on luck, skills, or
moxie to convince the other guy to sell for less than he really should. The Process Master, however, can thrive in any
market—even with deals that don’t quite work as planned. I
estimate that those two split about equally less than 10 percent of the home building business. Of course, you can muddle along as one of the 90 percent who build average homes
generating a middling profit doing what they’ve always done.
But if neither that nor relying on the next kick-ass deal gives
you a warm feeling about the future, come back next month
for a deeper look into the mastery of process. PB
Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development, an internationally
known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit area. For a PDF
of Sedam’s article series “Bridging the Margin Gap,” including this one,
send an email to info@truen.com with “PDF” in the subject line.
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taming

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
ake an objective view of home
building, compare it to other industries, and you’ll find remarkable
differences. Some differences spell
opportunity, such as relatively low
barriers to entry. Compare home
building’s barriers to farming,
where buying just a small spread
of 50 acres and some decent equipment is cost-prohibitive for
most. Other differences make the business fun, such as the ability to actually build and sell a high-dollar product of your own
design. Try that with cars or any manufactured product, even
one as simple as a hair dryer. Many of home building’s differences, however, inject extreme variability in both process and
product leading to what often appears to be barely controlled
chaos. After 25 years in the business and getting to know a couple of hundred builders in five countries, it is clear that builders
who learn to control that chaos find the greatest success.
Home builders, of course, rarely build anything. Instead
they finance, identify resources, design, contract, coordinate,
schedule, sell, and service homes—but they do not physically build them. More than 95 percent of the people who work
for builders do not labor for them as employees and, more
than that, they often work for competitors. On any given
house, a builder will engage a minimum of 500 people from
35 companies, and that can grow to over a thousand people
from 50 or more firms. During construction, the work is done
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outside in sun, wind, rain, and snow with virtually none of
the common comforts found in a traditional manufacturing
environment. Add to this scenario a bevy of codes and their
often inconsistent interpretation by inspectors. Finally, in no
other business do you find customers so directly connected
to the product during production, and we all know the chaos
they can produce—if you let them.
Dr. W. Edwards Deming was known for many profound observations about manufacturing processes and management,
but none is more simple yet poignant than this: “Uncontrolled
variation is the enemy of quality.” Neither Deming nor anyone
else would suggest for a moment that you cannot have variation in plans and product; but to the degree you fail to control
it and provide coping mechanisms for what you cannot control, then quality, customer satisfaction, and profit all suffer.
There are many, many targets in home building where we can
reduce the variation that leads to complexity and chaos. Use
this list of 10 opportunity targets to start your own, and I encourage you to share any others you devise that reduce chaos
in your own organization.

1. reduce employee turnover
Most of what we read about employee turnover emphasizes
the cost of replacement, often cited as three-to-four times the
annual income of any trained, experienced person you lose.
That includes the cost for recruiting, retraining, and getting
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Secrets of the Successful Builder
Complexity is inherent to home building, but
you must manage it or it will manage you.

someone up to speed. But replacement costs are not the biggest problem. The real issue is losing the rhythm of production, called “Takt” time in classic Lean. With turnover in your
staff, you lose a smooth-running organization, which results
in continual static in the system, inefficiency, and induced
variation as you start, stop, restart, over and over the myriad
small processes that make up the larger system. The analogy of not firing on all cylinders is apt, and a larger burden
then falls to those who are firing, to keep the machine going.
Everyone is stressed and chaos increases.

2. reduce the absolute number
of suppliers and trades
Each supplier and trade beyond the absolute minimum
required places additional burden on the system in administration, bookkeeping, data entry, and data processing, just for starters. Simply keeping up with phone numbers, addresses, Federal Tax ID numbers, W-9s, and checks
is a nightmare. Construction and purchasing must learn the
strengths, weaknesses, and idiosyncrasies of too many companies. Which is most timely? Which has the best crews, and
what are their names? How about the crews you never want
to see on your site again? As described in the introduction,
you already utilize a minimum of 35 companies and 500
people to build your houses. Are you sure you want to add
another ring to that circus?

3. reduce turnover in
suppliers and trades
Now that you have minimized the absolute number of suppliers you need, reduce the turnover in those you have. This
task is even harder than reducing turnover among your own
employees because you have less control. With your own people you can supervise, train them directly, and try to insulate
the rest of the company until they get up to speed. You can
institute internal workarounds on an interim basis or throw
more bodies at it for a time. With suppliers and trades, that is
much more difficult. On the surface you see the schedule slowing down, production loss, and a lot of chatter in the system.
Look closer and you observe extra trips to the sites, ballooning cell phone minutes, quality measures suffering, customer
satisfaction slippage, and your field people working late and
coming in on weekends to keep up.

4. simplification in plans,
elevations, and options
The subject of simplification in opportunities No. 4 and No.
5 deserve their own article, or perhaps a book. Whether you
build starter homes or multi-million-dollar mansions does
not matter. Each day you should wake up with a goal to simplify something—anything—about the product or process. Do
you really want to festoon that elevation with 32 corbels at
$35 each? Is it a good idea to load your model with designer
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Order was the dream of man.”
Henry Adams

options, especially those that customers cannot afford? Do
you need an entire book of handrail choices for mid-priced
homes as did one builder I visited last year? Do customers
want 27 front-door choices on a townhome as I saw with another builder? Why do you have so many VPOs, and why do
you need three levels of sign-off to approve them? How many
elevations do you need to sell that plan, and how many models are sufficient? Get in the habit of challenging everything
you do inside the office, at the sales office, and especially in
the design center. No notions or assumptions allowed.

5. simplification in construction
In No. 4, we are talking primarily about how chaos impacts
everything off the building site. Here we confront the impact
on daily field operations. Never forget that variation increases
the complexity in a system exponentially, not arithmetically.
Double the plans and you increase complexity at the square,
or four times. The same goes for elevations, options, communities, suppliers, and trades. Complexity breeds chaos. Can
your field managers really get in each house, each day? We
could list examples all day long, but more instructive here is
to ask you to stop and consider the impact on daily field operations by this complexity, especially the schedule.

6. fully detailed, lean-engineered plans
I have published multiple articles on this one, and it is a
constant topic of mine and my colleague Todd Hallett from
TK Design and Associates. I have walked more than 500 housing sites the past seven-plus years doing lean implementation and collected literally thousands of pictures of the very
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expensive consequences of not having great plans. In the
LeanPlan Workout process we run that involves 20 or more
suppliers and trades, it is common to identify more than 100
specific improvements to a plan that the builder thought was
thoroughly vetted for waste. We never see less than 50. The
notion that builders won’t pay for detailed plans and working drawings because they are unnecessary or too expensive
is beyond penny-wise and pound-foolish. There is no greater
source of home building chaos than inadequate plans.

7. implement unit costing
If you want to bring sanity to bidding and options, determine
the cost of everything up front. Get agreement from suppliers
and trades for the next year and offer only options and selections with established cost, or a price so simple to figure that
anyone can do it without phone calls, drawings, and approvals. Yes, getting unit costing started is a ton of work. Yet the
induced variation from not having plans, elevations, options,
and selections determined, and costed and priced in the design center, leads not simply to chaos but to something nearer
to brain damage. Your only other option is a completely set,
very simple product with extremely limited options. There is
a niche for that product, but a small one. Meanwhile, the rest
of you have work to do.

8. reduce cycle times
The typical U.S. builder requires 150 to 180 days to complete
a house, despite what the paper schedule says. A reasonably
good builder might consistently average 120 days. Really
strong builders hit the 90-day mark with consistency while
the truly great ones get it done in 60. For the 95 percent of you
over the 90-day build time mark, there is nothing that will do
more to improve your company and enhance profit because
to be excellent at scheduling, you have to be great at so many
other aspects of the business. If you need proof, email me
with the words “Saved Day Calculator” for an Excel template

[home building process]
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“Uncontrolled variation is the enemy of quality.”
Dr. W. Edwards Deming

that calculates schedule impact in a way that is inarguable.
Yet that calculation—usually three-to-five times in dollars
more than builders believe it is—does not account for the additional cost associated with variation. The problem is workin-progress units stacking up on top of each other. You want
to build 120 houses this year? Lay those houses out for a year
on your 120-, 150-, or 180-day real schedule and see how the
units stack up to get them in. Now run it at 90 days. Now 60
days. See the stacks go away? Which do you think is easier to
manage? Which will produce better quality? Remember that
chaos increases exponentially with complexity and variation.
Would not the reverse be true? Ponder the implications and
by tomorrow you will be working on cycle times at full bore.

9. optimize units per supervisor
How many units can the average experienced site supervisor manage in a year? Did you immediately ask, “What’s
the cycle time?” Without knowledge of cycle time it’s an impossible question. There are innumerable variables such as
the number of communities, if there are assistant superintendents, is there front-end/back-end separation, do they
pull their own permits, do they perform customer walks and
schedule warranty? There is no simple formula for this except to consider your building process, take all variables into
account, modify as needed for experience and housing type,
then manage to it. Don’t just let it happen, or let the number
wander, as we often see. The moment a site supervisor tries
to manage beyond his capacity, errors and oversights creep
in, complexity starts to compound, and chaos rears its head
again. Figure it out and hold the line. Get your field staff ready
before you need them. If you know how to measure total cost,
you know you can’t afford not to do this.

10. master schedule coordination
I am generally a states-rights guy except when it comes to
basic expectations everyone should be able to count on no
matter where they live or work. Given that, a dose of federalism and central control can avoid a lot of chaos in scheduling. With business up nearly everywhere, we frequently hear
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suppliers and trades complain that site managers from the
same company give them mutually exclusive instructions and
put them in an impossible situation. Once you have more than
a few site managers, you need some mechanism to coordinate
supplier and trade resources for optimum production. Without
it your neat, orderly NASCAR track becomes an old-fashioned,
county fair figure-eight. Next stop, demolition derby.
I have hardly exhausted this list and cut if off at 10 for space
considerations. Most of these are simply examples I have encountered in the past few months. Pull your crew together,
go over this list, then start brainstorming everything that induces variation and complexity in your process. Hold off until
the end the debate on whether it is necessary variation or not.
Then have it out. Identify a list of five top culprits that have
the biggest negative impact and make a plan to eliminate or
reduce the complexity as much as possible.
Last month I participated in Fletcher Groves’ first-ever
“Velocity” workshop, spending two days exploring the ins and
outs of production, inventory, and scheduling. It was quite
intense, challenging, and not for the intellectually lazy. We
played repeated rounds of a building simulation game and the
students saw clearly that scheduling requires careful thought
and planning, otherwise things quickly spin out of control,
and chaos ensues. Henry Adams, son of one U.S. President and
grandson of another, wrote in the 1800s: “Chaos was the law
of nature; Order was the dream of man.”
You may be tempted to say nothing has changed—leaving the
goal of bringing order to home building a mere dream—and use
this as a convenient excuse not to try. Yet the math of complexity and chaos is beyond compelling and, without corralling it,
your street of dreams becomes a dead end. So go ahead, dream
the impossible dream. When it wakes you up at night from excitement or futility, email me and let me know how it’s going. PB
Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, an internationally known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit
area. Scott welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback at
scott@truen.com. Find Scott’s LeanBuilding Blog on www.ProBuilder.
com or www.TrueN.com, where you will find archives of past articles.
You can also join “The LeanBuilding Group” on www.linkedin.com.
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Your missing profit might be right under your process

I

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
once worked with a builder I’ll call
Survivor Homes, with an unusual
combination of truly fantastic people yet miserably failing processes.
Each day was a panic while everyone ran around with their hair on
fire, desperately picking up the
pieces scattered about work sites and the office. Customers,
suppliers, and trades alike sent signals that something had
to be done. A quick look at the numbers suggested Survivor
had plenty of staff for the volume of homes they built, but
they were bending under the burden of inefficient and outright broken processes. How does this happen? Shouldn’t we
expect great people to produce similarly great process?
Survivor was a severe case, but finding builders full of good
people operating with no better than marginal processes is
common. So what’s that got to do with profit margin? Plenty.
The data from more than 100 lean process implementations
in residential construction show that more than a third of
the total cost of a home is burned up in waste. Half of that
waste is literally built into the product up front from design
through purchasing—virtually all a result of poor process.
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Once under construction, at least half of the remaining
waste also is due to process, with scheduling being the
greatest culprit. Do the math, and you will conclude that at
least 25 percent of the cost of building a home is tied up in
process waste, yet this detail rarely comes up in the conversation. I recently visited a builder with a gross margin of 25
percent, fretting over his need to get to 27 percent. He talked about expensive lots, excessive fees, material shortages,
and rising labor rates—all the usual suspects and variables
over which he had little control. But when I brought up his
110-day build schedule, a pure process issue that he could
control, I got no response. Getting that schedule down to 90
days would provide the missing 2 percent in a heartbeat, but
he did not see it. Our friends at Survivor Homes? They were
operating with a gross margin of merely 10 percent.

Beware of Comparison
Margin Shopping

The Survivor senior team asked which margin level was
considered healthy, but direct margin comparisons are
tenuous at best. Despite numerous warnings, people focus
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immediately on the raw number, not on the six or eight footnotes that often go with it. This approach is hard enough
at the gross margin level, which usually is defined as sales
minus land, improvements, and direct construction costs.
Consider design costs. Some builders capitalize them to the
balance sheet; some expense them above the gross margin
line as part of house costs, while still others let this cost
fall below the line in overhead. Texas is an interesting example where instead of a corporate income tax, it has a
franchise tax calculated on gross margin. So Texas builders
take out construction management, design, estimating, finance costs—everything they can—above the gross margin
line. This formula lowers gross margins, thus reducing taxes,
but cross-company comparisons are now out the window. As
another example, national builders often take out at least a
percentage of indirects and sales & marketing expense before calculating the gross margin, while privates usually do
the opposite. Care to compare?
Never forget that hardly anyone counts—or accounts—for
costs in the same manner. During my nine-year tenure as a
corporate vice president at a national builder, we were continually vexed by 30 divisions in the same company, supposedly

accounting for things in the same way and by the same rules.
Instead we found different costs were being assigned inconsistently to different accounts, making comparisons frustrating, at best. Now examine different builders with a wide range
of business models, different tax codes, and using different
accounting systems. You’re comparing apples to rutabagas.
Then try to equate builders who develop their own land to
those who buy finished lots. Are they showing land profit in
their gross margin and, if so, might they be unusually high
or low due to unique factors or to an internal policy such as
defining lot cost as a predetermined, set percentage of sales
price? How about impact fees that vary dramatically across
different locations? Is there rental income? Are there land or
lot sales in the top line? How about old legacy lots that drag
down the real returns on current product? The list is long,
but understand that despite the “NAHB Official Chart of
Accounts” there are no hard and fast rules on exactly what
constitutes gross margin in home building. If you think the
solution is to compare pre-tax net, then we encounter a whole
additional round of complications, such as how much does a
builder pay its executives. We all love playing the comparison
game, but be very careful.
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Given those warnings, here are some descriptive gross margin performance targets, plus or minus a couple of percentage points in each category:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5%
Survivor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10%
Marginal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15%
Solid  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20%
Strong  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25%
Exceptional  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30%
Extreme   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35%

Over the years, you will find a few in the 40 percent neighborhood. That level is typically the result of an astounding
land position in a remarkable market. One exception was the
builder with the most highly-developed systems and processes I have witnessed, in a hot market. Other builders with
comparable processes in merely good markets achieve more
in the 30 to 35 percent range. For Survivor Homes, however, a
reasonable target for the next year was 20 percent.

The Margin Conversation

Survivor Homes needed to double its margin but how? There
ensued a discussion centered on the usual suspects. How did
Survivor compare to the competition with stronger margins?
Did the competitors buy land cheaper than Survivor? Land development said no. Were competitors’ finance rates from banks
and investors lower? The chief financial officer answered no.
Did competitors sell like-sized homes at higher prices than
Survivor? Sales said absolutely not. Did Survivor pay more for
labor and materials than their most successful competitors?
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The purchasing director said they were “competitive.” Was
this a hedge? Did Survivor have significantly more people to
build in equivalent numbers, sizes, and types of homes? Most
did not think so, although two new recruits from competitors
cautiously dissented. They suggested some competitors had a
higher dollar volume per employee—a clue?
Let’s review. If you believe that your competition is paying the
same for land, finance, labor, and materials, selling at the same
price and operating at similar overhead levels, yet achieving
higher margins, what accounts for the margin gap? Looking
around the room where the Survivor team had spent five days
charting and analyzing the 185 improvement ideas submitted
by their suppliers and trades in a series of structured meetings, the answer slowly emerged. This builder, like so many,
sent several hundred checks each month to a myriad of suppliers and trades, as well as their own employees. Within those
checks, well-hidden, was the missing margin. Survivor Homes
was writing their profit right out of their income statement, the
managers just could not pinpoint where or how. Why had they
not seen it before? Stop and ask yourself that same question.
Is it possible that you are doing the exact same thing—writing
hundreds of checks every month, each one more than it needs
to be, thus significantly depleting your profit margin?
Land cost is hard to get at quickly, so whenever we search
for margin we immediately scrutinize material cost, labor
rates, price increases, and consider trimming staff. This habit
is so much a part of home building that a conscious effort is
needed to fight it. Remember, we know that at least 25 percent
of your cost is tied up in process waste. If there was a way to
calculate and show line items for process waste, this exercise
would be easy. Yet the margin gap is buried in a hundred line
items across a hundred suppliers, trades, bankers, consultants,
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At least 25 percent of
the cost of building
a home is tied up in process
waste, yet this detail
rarely comes up
in the conversation.

municipalities, attorneys, brokerages, and yes, even your own
employees. Still skeptical? Consider just two process examples.
Let’s say you spend right at the NAHB-reported average of
$1,200 per unit for annual site waste removal. A deeper analysis will show that number is conservative, but let’s go with it
and assume you have the typical three-to-four dumpster pulls
at $300 to $400 each. Grab some folks from design, purchasing,
production, and warranty and go out to the field for a thorough
dumpster dive, something you should do regularly. Ponder this.
For each 2x6, half roll of insulation, 16’ of insulated duct work,
40’ roll of Pex tubing, and each and every piece of cardboard
you paid money right out of your margin to bring it to your site
and now you’re spending more to haul it away for burial. Every
landfill you pass has a nice chunk of your profit buried within.
So how do you get it back? Writing the memo won’t help nor will
blaming the superintendents. I wrote about this problem last
fall (see “Less Waste, More Profit in 10 Easy Steps,” PB, September,
2012). The solution starts with your initial product choices, flows
through designs and specifications, works through estimates,
bid packages, the bids themselves, and then translates into field
installation. Eighty percent of your site waste cost may be in
product, but 90 percent of the cause is in process. Fix the process
and you’ll solve the waste, increasing margin every time.

The schedule rules

Here is the cardinal rule of home building—as goes the schedule, so goes the builder. The building schedule is process in its
purest form, organizing and coordinating a wild dance of typically 50 or more suppliers and contractors assembling thousands
of parts, made even more complex by variables of weather, traffic and city inspectors, to name just a few. Building very often
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is a desperate attempt to bring order to an inherently chaotic
process. Yet if you have witnessed how that dance can evolve
into something planned, predictable, coordinated, and even occasionally beautiful, you know where so much of builders’ profit
margins bleed out onto the ground every working day. You can
squeeze your suppliers for cheaper materials and hammer your
trades for labor concessions all day long, but that will never generate the returns of an optimized schedule managed with precision. Once again, the losses do not appear as a line item; they are
buried in 100 lines, representing every component of the homebuilding process. To prove it with numbers, email me and ask for
the “Saved Day Calculator” Excel template. Enter your financials,
subtract just one day from your schedule, and stare in disbelief.
The numbers are real, and they will soon drive you to put schedule as the number one route to margin improvement.
Most builder management teams are so deep into what
they are doing, they miss the essential link between lost margin and process. If they do see the connection, most do not
know the metrics that reveal process as the source of margin loss. Ironically, suppliers, trades, and the builder’s own
people at lower levels suffer no such illusions. As an astute
trade blurted out in a lean session recently in Texas, “Muda
rolls downhill!” Muda is the Japanese word for waste, which
is exactly what those on the receiving end of bad process are
buried in. Another term for Muda is “anti-margin.” In part two
of this series on Missing Margin, we’ll look at some of the metrics essential for tracking process and guiding us on the road
to greater profitability.
Scott Sedam is president and founder of TrueNorth Development. His
articles appear monthly in Professional Builder and his Lean Blog appears on www.HousingZone.com. Contact Sedam at scott@truen.com.
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Scott Sedam shares the metrics that builders
should use to measure their operations and discover
where their profit is “bleeding onto the ground.”

m

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor

onth by month,
the housing economy improves, despite the continual pundit-sourced
predictions of illusory gains and dead-cat bounces. As gross
sales rise, however, one of the greatest fears is that builders
will go back to the old-used-to-be practices where volume
can cover a multitude of sins. During the go-go years of 1991
to 2006, almost everyone made money building homes, yet
the greatest returns accrued from the land play. The amount
of money left on the table boggled the mind. This begs a critical question: On the long road back toward sales levels rivaling the best years in the industry, are similar profit levels still
available? We now face increasing shortages in both labor
and materials with land and lots scarce nearly everywhere,
a result of the near-shutdown of the development industry
during the recession. Where will we find profit?
Coming out of the downturn, builders are almost universally
behind the curve hiring personnel to match increased volume
levels. Everywhere I go both field and office staff are at best
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overworked and, at worst, stressed to unhealthy levels. At this
point, the traditional approach to lowering overhead by loading
more work on fewer people is not even worth a discussion. And
if you are looking to play hardball with suppliers and trades
to get reduced prices in the face of shortages in this market,
I won’t even wish you luck. So where do we turn? In my April
article, “The Margin Gap—Beyond the Usual Suspects,” I introduced Survivor Homes, our friends struggling along with a
10-percent gross margin and desperately seeking solutions (see
PB, April 2013, or www.housingzone.com). We walked through
the usual factors impacting margin, including sales price and
bid cost, and found nothing that stood out in a major way.
Survivor represents an extreme case for sure, but as we
went on to explore in the article, even a healthy, profitable
builder pulling down a 25-percent gross was missing tremendous profit opportunity in the realm of process loss. Our
quick analysis in that issue revealed at least a quarter of
all builder costs are tied up in process waste and, if you ask
my colleagues at TrueNorth who have spent the past seven
years embroiled in this issue, that estimate is quite low. For
example, the great majority of product waste measured by
rework materials and waste haulage from the site is produced
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by process deficiencies. Yet the source is never attributed as
such. If you are still skeptical consider that, in industry after
industry where process waste has been measured extensively,
the figures run from a low of 30 percent to as much as 80 percent. Twenty-five percent is, if anything, a low estimate.
An aggressive pursuit of process waste is one of those conundrums that appear quite simple on the surface yet often
is difficult in practice. The measurements are not that challenging in and of themselves. The big obstacle is culture, ultimately the domain of senior management. When you ask
your people to begin measuring things they did not track before, most of your employees do not leap at the opportunity.
More tracking appears to be additional work and, as mentioned above, no one has extra time. This pursuit will happen
only if senior management buys into using process measures
as a vehicle for revealing additional profit. Here are some examples that have proven fruitful.

schedule metrics

More than 20 years ago, I concluded that the best schedulers are the best builders and the best builders are the best

schedulers. My work with more than 200 builders has only
reinforced that. Schedule works in profound ways to increase
margins. First and most obviously, a well-conceived and wellmanaged schedule brings order to the naturally chaotic process of home building, and chaos means waste and cost. One
of Dr. W. Edwards Deming’s great lessons was that to improve
a process, you have to first stabilize it. Be honest, would any
critical outside view of your current process describe it as
stable and predictable? Despite the proliferations of software
and web portals for suppliers and trades, the majority of work
in home building is still done via phone call often only a day
or two prior to the required need. That effectively precludes
any hope for those who actually build our homes to operate
efficiently, and the excess cost is passed on, buried in their
overhead. The next time you hear one of your people declare
that an extra trip or rework that should not have been necessary does not count “because they do not charge us for it,” put
him on Porta-John duty for a week. Tell him what he is cleaning is better than his thought process.
The first step for measuring schedule is to measure each
house by the actual results—the only thing that matters.
When asked about build schedule, so many builders quote
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what they have on paper, not the actual facts. There are many
local terms and practices that may impact how you break this
down, but establish your own schedule milestones to look
something like this:
1. Signup to Release
2. Release to Foundation Start
3. Foundation Start to Frame Start
4. Frame Start to Dry-in with Mechanicals
5. Dry-In to Finish/Complete
6. Finish/Complete to Close
Now, track every house and watch carefully. Where is the
variation and how does it differ by site, product type, trade,
or field manager? With good metrics, your processes will talk
to you and show you profit bleeding onto the ground. There
are many potential variables here, especially between steps
five and six. Many builders schedule a full two weeks between
when the home is supposed to be finished and actually closing. If so, you need to create a phase and track that as well.
There is another impact of schedule that most builders
know, yet seriously undervalue. That is the impact of each
day on the absorption of overhead and other fixed cost. Most
builders use a figure ranging from $100 to $250, but that number actually runs as much as $500 to $600 per day per unit
if the saved days are used for building additional product—
something that most builders are in a position to do these
days. Previously, I devoted an entire article to schedule (See
“The Gospel of Schedule,” PB, March, 2011) and I suggest you
start there and spend some serious time evaluating yours. If
you want to focus on the one single factor that will force most
other systems and processes to improve along with it, marshal your entire organization to go after schedule.

purchasing metrics

Over the past two decades in home building, purchasing
underwent a partial metamorphosis into supply-chain management with the intent of reducing cost to increase margin.
In the end, most of those efforts degraded into yet another
version of the old beat-down as supply chain in the eyes of
most suppliers and trades became better known as supply
pain. Yet anyone who studies industry outside of home building knows that we’ve only scratched the surface in terms of
building truly productive purchasing models. The vast majority of builders purchase on low bid alone, while others are
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hamstrung by old, ineffective relationships they can’t seem
to escape. I previously wrote about how builders need to establish a comprehensive list of criteria for both selection and
ongoing evaluation of suppliers and trades and actively use
them. In addition to bid price, these criteria need to cover
elements such as schedule adherence, quality, warranty response, participation in product and process improvements,
and worker compensation factors, among others. My advice
is to use that as a starting point and develop your own list
of selection and evaluation criteria. Your metric is adherence
to those criteria. Get the criteria right and track them. Then
you’ll have not simply a measure of margin contribution but
a lead indicator, and those are in short supply.
As we discussed in the previous article, variances can be extremely misleading. Yes, track them, but do it with your eyes
wide open. So what else do we measure? One of my favorites is
the ratio of variance purchase orders (VPO) to purchase orders
(PO). This metric is tied to variance, of course, but the ratio is
more revealing because it provides a better indication of how
well your systems and process are in control. A perfect world
would see zero VPOs, so the percentage of work done under PO
would be 100 percent. Doing 10 percent to 20 percent of work
under VPO is not unusual, and I have seen builders with as
much as 30 percent of work performed this way. High numbers
here are a prime indication of chaos in process and systems,
and margin always suffers. There are two ways to measure this
ratio, by item—the actual number of VPO’s issued—or by dollars. They tell you different things so I recommend you measure both. The bottom line, however, is that each additional
percentage of work done under VPO is a margin-eater, no matter how you calculate it. Fix it and find more margin.
Another purchasing/estimating technique I learned 25
years ago from Mike Rhoads in Chicago is engaging in a round
of mutual comparative takeoffs between the builder and the
key suppliers and trades. First, you need your own takeoffs
for at least the major components, including foundation,
framing, all mechanicals, drywall, and roofing, among others. Do more if you have the capability. Then sit down with
your favorite suppliers and trades and compare numbers. If
nothing else, accuracy and understanding improves, and that
reduces the chaos. Yet every time I participated in these exercises, costs came down as well. Make this exercise a requirement for each new plan that comes out. No exceptions—if
you lost the capacity to perform these takeoffs, get it back.
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Track this process and watch your margin improve.

building site metrics

There is a book to be written here and therein lies the problem. It is easy to get so deep into job site trees that the forest
is no longer visible. You can spend so much time measuring
that you never get anything built. The goal is to devise a system of metrics that parallels what a good doctor does. She
could order up every possible test—and each of those is a
metric—and learn a lot. Then you’d die from the tests. Instead,
depending on what she is looking for, she picks a dozen or so
tests that are the best indicators. They don’t measure every
single thing, but they measure the most critical markers. You
get these right and the rest follows.
Checklist systems can be problematic. They are so exhaustive that pretty soon they become mere paper games.
Challenge yourself to measure the fewest possible things in a
house that tell the biggest part of the story. Having said that,
I do strongly recommend a few ongoing measures that the
vast majority of you do not perform now. When was the last
time one of your field managers checked a load of concrete
for temperature and slump rate? Guess what? Your suppliers
know you don’t check either. So just how close to tolerances
do you think he will be? Do you randomly check—actually
count—quantities of incoming loads of lumber and engineered wood? You’ll be surprised at how much variance you
find and it all represents waste in some form. You are making an impression on your suppliers that you care, of course,
but even more important is what you are teaching your own
people. You are training them to care about these details every day, and that concern will be reflected in margin.
One more factor that is normally judged only as a cost yet
serves as a revealing measure of process efficiency is site
waste removal. I wrote an article about how to go after that
last year (see “Less Waste, More Profit,” PB, September, 2012).
So determine your baseline, set up your measurements, and
attack it. I guarantee if your waste removal drops 50 percent
you will receive a visible bump in your gross margin.

design metrics

There are three critical techniques you need to be a permanent part of your design process, and all have shown to pay

off in increased margin. First, establish a set of design standards for both architects and engineers that clearly delineate
your goals and expectations. For example, you want them to
design to even lengths wherever humanely possible. You want
baths that work with standard cabinets. You never want to
see a 12’2” x 12’2” bedroom again. Direct them to meet every
code, plus the customer code, but nothing more. You want
plans designed and engineered that are both totally cool and
completely cost-effective. So spend some time, establish your
design and engineering standards, and insist on compliance.
Second, get your suppliers and trades involved all the way
back at the black-line/conceptual stage, then at several additional points through the design process and through construction of the model. Make this collaboration standard procedure and insist on it. Track it. Finally, each house gets fully
detailed, site-specific plans. The technology today makes it so
simple that there is no excuse not to do it. This practice simplifies the schedule and eliminates the margin killers—mistakes, rework, and phone calls for clarification.
Note that although we focused primarily here on process factors that enable cost reduction to increase margin,
the savings also can be used to generate more sales. In the
toughest times, most savings will be applied to the builder’s
bottom line, but we have seen some builders use savings to
reduce sales price or add features and options to increase
sales velocity. Nice to have choices like that, isn’t it? When
we began, we talked about a builder struggling at 10-percent gross margin and a much more successful one pulling down 25 percent. Yet both were after more profit and
habitually looked in the wrong places. No one suggests that
your traditional financial and accounting measures are not
important, but to find all the profit, you need to see with new
eyes and measure process at key points along the way. That
approach will show you where the losses really are and the
true opportunities lie. Psychologists say new behaviors that
are strongly reinforced become permanent rather quickly.
Watching your margins tick up as you apply these new process measures should be all the reinforcement you need. PB
Scott Sedam is president and founder of TrueNorth Development. His
articles appear in Professional Builder and his Lean Building Blog
appears on www.HousingZone.com. Sedam welcomes your feedback
at scott@truen.com and readers to join the LeanBuilding Group on
www.Linkedin.com.
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Measurement for Lean —
Voice of the Process
Lean implementation requires a new mindset when it comes to measurement of the
design and building process. What builders measure, and how, can make all the difference
in finding and improving efficiencies.
By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor

T

hink back to when you first heard the saying, “What
gets measured gets done.” It sounded like an accurate
description of what happens in the real world and
just plain good advice. If you want to get something done,
measure it, and people pay attention. Hang some money on
it and you’ll get a laser focus, for better or worse. My more
than 35 years of business experience confirms that old standard, but suggests a warning to go along with it: When the
wrong thing is measured, the wrong thing gets done. We are
often reminded to be careful what we ask for. We also need
to be careful what and how we measure. With the right metrics, we can get our processes to talk to us, telling us what is
wrong. With the wrong metrics, our processes are perfectly
capable of lying and sending us astray.
There’s a simple truth in business: metrics drive behaviors which range from positive, productive, and helpful to
negative, ineffective, and even subversive. My first month in
the industry 22 years ago, I sat listening on a speaker in the
office of a VP of construction in an eastern state while his
CFO more than 1,000 miles away harangued him for having
only two starts the past two weeks. The CFO would not acknowledge the record snowfall that virtually everyone in the
country was talking about. He had his metrics and reality
be damned, he was going to meet them. This would shortly
cause the local construction VP to order a batch of 12 starts
that turned into a production nightmare, taking longer and
costing far more than if he had simply waited until the snow
cleared. Superintendents deal with such consequences each
day at the local level, under the thumbs of bosses that have
made unrealistic commitments. Meanwhile, private builders
struggle with bankers looking for love and money in all the
wrong places, forcing sales of land and product that with
even a modicum of strategic patience would have produced
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considerably less loss and perhaps even profit, for all.
This does not suggest financial measures are unimportant, but they can miss or disguise what is happening in operations, both good and bad. We are frequently asked, in the
face of current business conditions, how do we implement
process-oriented Lean operations in a world fixated on shortterm financial results? The reality is that financial and operations measures must run in parallel, with full recognition
and consideration for each, but we are far better at the former than the latter. Examples abound such as “hard costs”
in construction — a percentage number that executives love
to toss around. The first hurdle is that not everyone includes
the same costs in that number. Assuming you are counting
the same way, there is the problem of land cost, which results in “fuzzy math.” Some years ago, I sat dumbfounded
at an industry executives’ meeting where CEO-types played
one-upmanship with each other, bragging about their low
hard costs. Doing the most chest pounding was a southern
builder in an overheated market. I had worked with one of
his strongest local competitors and thus knew his seemingly
low hard-cost percentage of 45 percent had nothing to do
with how cheaply he purchased materials or how efficient
his field operated. He was merely paying a fearsome price for
land, forcing hard costs as a percentage of sales down artificially — a simple math trick. Incredibly, no one challenged
him. I could just imagine some number of these CEOs flying
home to issue directives to the field to achieve that same 45
percent post haste.
In more recent times, this scenario has played out repeatedly in successive rounds of rebids. To meet financial targets
for gross margins, demand letters of 5 percent, 10 percent,
or even more are issued to suppliers and trades across the
board. Because the technique worked almost universally in
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10 Guidelines for the Measurement
of Lean Operations
1. All Lean measurements seek to reveal waste. Waste is anything that does
not add value in product or process.
2. What gets measured gets done. Thus, without Lean metrics you will not
implement Lean process.
3. Financial measurements cannot substitute for Lean metrics
4. The process of selecting Lean metrics is as important as the measures
themselves — include everyone who touches the product and process.
5. Lean measurements should be friendly, local, and dirty. That is, easily understood, generated by those in the process, and continually updated.
6. Flow, and more specifically “even flow,” is critical to Lean and requires
2007, and perhaps again in 2008, many builders continued this approach through 2009 and
measuring process times wherever possible in the field and in the office
into 2010. Today, there’s no more left to give
7. All labor and material must be purchased on the basis of total cost, not
and suppliers and trades alike teeter on the
initial price
edge of survival. All the while, measures of ef8. Lean metrics should be as close to real-time as possible, not averages over
ficiency are rarely considered, and we all know
what happens when something isn’t measured
months, quarters, or years.
— not much.
9. Lean metrics may change based on each day’s need; they are not “set it
At TrueNorth, we spent years developing
and forget it.” Plan on changing them, and plan on removing some as you
an interactive “Saved Day Calculator” Excel
add replacements.
template to show what each saved day in the
schedule is worth when applied to production
10. Lean accounting is a specific discipline that is evolving to enable and susof additional units. With the input of more
tain continual improvement. Although beyond the scope of this article, it will
than 20 CEO, COO, and CFO types, this instrube the subject of a future story.
ment consistently demonstrates $500 to $800
impact per day per unit. This is dramatically
more than the $100 to $150 per day builders
collateral damage will be enormous. Is there another way?
routinely use, primarily through the more accurate capture
First, ask this builder if he can build more units without
of the absorption of fixed costs.
hiring new personnel and he will almost certainly say yes.
To use the Saved Day Calculator, a builder enters about
The Saved Day Calculator reveals that a schedule reduction
20 factors, most of which are commonly available from the
of one work day applied to 100 units is worth $40,000, prefinancial statements. Let’s take a sample builder projecting
tax net, if those 100 extra days are used to build more units.
100 closed units selling at $225,000 with a gross margin of
Our experience shows that saving 11 work days from their
just under 20 percent. Their current pre-tax net is a lesscurrent 81-day schedule is an achievable goal. If those saved
than-satisfactory $5,000 per unit. Our builder wants to doudays are used to build 15 incremental sold units on the new
ble the pre-tax net. He’s been through multiple rebids, taken
70-day schedule, he creates an additional $500,000 pre-tax
everything he can out of the houses, cut back to his “A” playnet. Now our builder has doubled profit without asking supers, and downsized the office. Five thousand dollars is about
pliers and trades to give up an additional dime or dumbing
2.2 percent of retail, or about 4.5 percent of his house cost.
down the houses.
With the cost of shingles, drywall, and a few other materials
So which approach is likely to be more successful: one
rising, this means he has to ask for 6 percent or more from
more round trying to whip 6 percent out of his suppliers
the other suppliers and trades to get the additional $5,000.
and trades, or reducing the schedule by 11 work days and
In 2011, this is just not going to happen, and if he tries, the
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Drywall is a huge source of waste, made worse by builders who pay labor by the
installed sheet, providing almost no incentive for efficiency.
closing 15 more units? For 2011, the
answer is obvious, but you have to
think and measure for Lean to achieve
it. Consider what has happened here.
We have taken a list of financial measurements and applied them to the
critical process of schedule, and now
it talks to us, telling us the true costs
and inspiring action for improvement.
(Note: If you would like a free copy of
our Trip Cost Calculator, email scott@
truen.com.)
There are a myriad of potential operational process metrics that provide
voices for the elements of Lean. Among
the most telling are material audits on
a regular basis in the field. A close examination of variance purchase orders
(sometimes called field purchase orders or exception purchase orders) often reveals extra money spent on concrete repair. Walk over to the warranty
department and see if they have every
concrete failure broken out by date,
time, location, type, concrete supplier,
labor provider, cause of failure, cost,
whether or not you were billed for it,

and if you recovered anything through
a back-charge. Most do not, so asking if
this important information is used by
purchasing for bidding purposes or by
accounting to determine the true cost
of concrete in a house is moot. So you
need to reduce cost? You could send
out another 5 percent demand letter
to the appropriate trades and suppliers for foundations and flatwork. Or
you could track the process in detail,
measure the failures, let it talk to you,
and determine the root cause. Then,
get busy improving the process with
those involved and save money for everyone. What’s the better method?
When was the last time your field
managers took the temperature and
ran a slump test on a batch of concrete and reported the results to the
driver and the supplier? These tests
might take 10 minutes a month after
an initial series of weekly tests to get
the word out that you are paying attention. Once the supplier knows you
care and are measuring, what happens back at the yard? They know that
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things had better be right, and if your
concrete mix is right and it arrives at
the correct temperature, 90 percent
of your surface cracking, scaling, and
pitting rework goes away. How much is
that worth? In Lean operations, similar
monthly audits on incoming quality
and quantity are vital for lumber and
trim, brick and block, roofing, siding,
and drywall — and don’t fool yourself
that going turn-key eliminates the
need. When you understand Lean, you
understand that every penny borne

“With the right
metrics, we can get
our processes to talk
to us, telling us what is
wrong. With the wrong
metrics, our processes
are perfectly capable of
lying and sending
us astray.”
by your trades is a penny ultimately
carried by you and then ultimately by
your customers. It all counts, so you
go after all of it.
Drywall is a huge source of waste,
made worse by builders who pay labor
by the installed sheet, providing almost no incentive for efficiency. Here
are two ratios that a builder must
know for each model offered:
 No. square feet drywall surface area
No. square feet living space
No. square feet drywall purchased
No. square feet drywall surface area
Why would you calculate these?
Using the first equation, you find out
how efficient a given plan is with

drywall. This reveals design-induced
waste. Basic geometry determines
that smaller rooms use relatively more
drywall per square foot of living space
than larger rooms, but even granted
that reality, you’ll find dramatic differences in efficiency in similarly sized
homes. Any time you see an otherthan-even dimension, you suspect
waste. Any time you see a room that
is 10 feet, 2 inches or 12 feet, 2 inches
you know that you are ripping up good
money.
The second equation pinpoints installation-induced waste. How much
of the board that you purchase actually ends up on a wall or ceiling? Any
time the drywall hanger boards-out a
house using a single size of sheet, you
are almost guaranteed to be paying
more than needed. Any time you see
closets, pantries, and small hallways
hung before bedrooms and large living areas, you know you are wasting
money. Anytime one crew asks for
more board for the same house than
another crew requires, you can bet
there is an application problem.
Lean implementation and Lean
metrics require a new mindset.
Accounting can tell you the overall
profit and loss, but almost never down
to the component-level of the house.
Variances may be helpful, but what
if the original baseline from which
the expenditure varied was incorrect? The only way you really get at
it is to institute an ongoing system of
metrics as close to real time as you
can get. Right now your variance on
shingles looks perfect on paper, but a
drive through the field shows three or
four squares left over on the ground,
and you don’t see any credits coming back from the supplier. To make
it worse, you pay your roofer by the
square ordered, not installed. The
brick variance looks equally good, but
your superintendent knows you have
better than a cube and a half left over
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on each of the single-family units. You
have negative variances for lumber on
two projects, but you have no clue as
to their source. Bad takeoff? Short delivery? Theft? Inefficient crew? All or
part of the above? If you are not using a system of field-based process
measures, you will never know, and
you will never reap the full benefits of
Lean building.
There is nothing more endemic to
Lean operations than the concept
of “flow,” and almost nothing is given less regard by the average home
builder. I spoke recently with a builder
running at a pace of about 150 units a
year. They were in the habit of releasing five or six units at a time. Imagine
the foundation contractor who had no
work for three weeks and now he gets
six starts. Where does he begin? What
if two superintendents both tell him
that theirs comes first? How many
phone calls will transpire? Now imagine a different builder producing 150
per year. They start three per week, always one each on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday. The trades never wonder
which comes first and the locations
have been thought through by the
builder staff so that they make sense
from an efficiency standpoint. Now
the trade contractor does not have
people on layoff for three weeks, then
suddenly working 65 hours a week, as
if he is three times bigger. He avoids
overtime pay and can plan both the
deployment of his people and his
equipment. He might even be able to
train and keep some good people long
term.
When we look around the home
building industry, we see many people
measuring the wrong things and others measuring the right things, but
in the wrong way. Lean process demands better. The traditional financial and accounting measures that
dominate our business are necessary,
but insufficient. For purposes of Lean

implementation and tracking, they are
the equivalent of driving down the road
while looking in your rearview mirror.
That’s another old management saying, but one that is rarely heeded. Just
imagine if all your car dashboard displayed was the average of your speed,
fuel, water temperature, and oil pressure for the past month. When you
need current information, the best
you get is a prediction on what was
going to happen down the road, based
on past performance. That’s accounting. But you are out there negotiating
your way through dangerous traffic
and need to know what is happening
right now. What is my speed? Are the
systems functioning normally? How
much fuel do I have and how far can
I go? In this regard, traditional financial measures are little help. We need
better information, provided through
Lean metrics.
Returning to our simplest definition noted in the first article in this
ongoing series on Lean Building
(Professional Builder, September 2010,
page26), Lean is “The relentless pursuit, identification, and destruction of
waste in product and process.” This is
the one sure route to profit improvement in the new decade of home
building that begins this month, and
getting there requires new thinking
and new metrics. No matter where
you are today, it is entirely possible to
double your profit in 2011 if you fully
understand your processes and what
they are trying to tell you. Use good
metrics and your processes will start
talking. Listen to what they tell you.
Those who respond will reap the rewards. PB
Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth
Development, Inc., an international consulting firm specializing in Lean process
and methods implementation. Sedam
can be reached at scott@truen.com or
248.348.6011.
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SCOTT SEDAM
PRESIDENT, TRUENORTH DEVELOPMENT, INC.
Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, an internationallyknown consulting and training firm focused exclusively on the building
industry. Now in its fifteenth year with a staff of 5 field consultants,
TrueNorth conducts consulting projects and training workshops with more
than 200 builder, supplier & trade clients in the U.S., Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and Mexico. During the recent industry downturn, TrueNorth’s
LeanBuilding™ processes have saved clients more than $200 million,
demonstrating clearly how to improve product, process and profit without
compromising builder, supplier and trade relationships. Scott Sedam’s
presentations are a popular feature at industry conferences and company meetings and he has
published a monthly article in the industry for more than 15 years. Currently Scott serves as contributing
editor for Professional Builder Magazine and writes the weekly “Lean Building” blog on
www.HousingZone.com.
Scott began his career as a production supervisor for U.S. Steel’s South Chicago Works, then the largest
structural steel mill in the world. From both company and union management he learned “anti-quality”
– everything not to do to produce a quality product at a fair price. From the mill workers Scott learned
the insatiable desire of people to do the best possible job and improve their work – if given the
opportunity. From there Scott moved to Motorola, the winner of the first Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award, where he learned what quality really meant from a company that had to reinvent itself
to survive. Before coming to the building industry full-time in 1989, Scott served 8 years with two
consulting firms specializing in quality and process improvement in a wide variety of industries.
A former executive with Pulte Corporation where he launched their industry-leading quality initiatives in
the 90’s, Scott is a passionate advocate of the application of Lean Methods as the one way to reduce
cost without the collateral damage that inhibits long-term growth and success. Scott is known for
provocative quotes that challenge the industry status quo, such as “The only thing that buying on bidprice alone guarantees is that you will never operate by lowest total cost.” He was also among the first
to recognize the substantial additional benefit that building lean also means building green.
Scott Sedam has been a past examiner for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, a judge for the
National Housing Quality Award and has both undergraduate and graduate degrees from Miami
University in Ohio. Scott was a student of acclaimed Quality guru Dr. W. Edwards Deming and credits
Deming with providing the vision that even the most entrenched industries – and people – can learn,
grow and change for the better.
Scott Sedam and his family reside in a converted barn in Novi, Michigan, built in 1828 by a veteran of the
War of 1812 and signer of the first Michigan State Constitution. Scott regretfully reports that all calls to
the builder for warranty service have gone unanswered.

“There is no substitute for knowledge” W Edwards Deming
“Imagination is more important than knowledge” Albert Einstein
“Knowledge + Imagination can solve any problem” Scott Sedam
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ABOUT TRUENORTH DEVELOPMENT
TrueNorth Development was founded in 1997 by Scott Sedam to serve the growing developmental needs of the
building industry. With professionals located across the U.S., TrueNorth has worked with over 200 organizations in
the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia and New Zealand to improve quality and profitability. TrueNorth
clients range in size from small local builders doing 25 units annually to some of the largest builders with annual
production of thousands of homes. TrueNorth also works with leading industry manufacturers, suppliers and trade
contractors.
Areas of expertise include:
Lean Production / Lean Enterprise
Lean Design / Lean Plan Workout
Green building
Operations Improvement Planning
Survey & Analytical Tools
Total Quality Improvement / Six Sigma
Process Analysis & Improvement
Organizational Development Strategies
Problem Solving & and Prevention
Customer Service Strategies & Systems
Operations & Construction Management
Community Management Teams

Sales Training
Sales Management Coaching
Human Resource Essentials
Partnering & Strategic Alliances
Supply-chain Management
Change Management
“Supplier of Choice” strategies
“Builder of Choice” strategies
Team Development
Custom Analytics
Strategic Planning
Custom Training

TrueNorth has the industry’s most extensive catalogue of over 30 coursework titles designed specifically for the
building industry. Associates are located in Arizona, Colorado, Virginia, New York and Michigan. All TrueNorth
consultants and facilitators are professional presenters and have extensive building industry experience. TrueNorth
clients have received more recognition from national quality and service award organizations than any other firm in
the industry.
The LeanBuilding Blitz™, a joint builder, supplier, and trade partner activity, is an intensive five-day process that
takes a “Lean Principles” look at the several ways waste manifests in the homebuilding industry. Once waste in all
its forms is recognized, the collective knowledge of the builder, suppliers and trades can destroy that waste to
everyone’s advantage, reducing costs without reducing margins. The same principles are applied in LeanCompany
by looking at internal waste, LeanDesign Charrette and LeanPlan Workout that drive out design-induced waste,
LeanSupplier that helps individual supplier or trades capitalize on the knowledge of their own employees, suppliers,
and clients, and Lean & Green that captures savings from Lean principles to add value in green products and
practices for long term energy savings at no short term cost increase. To date TrueNorth’s Lean initiatives have
identified more than $250 million in savings across 150 implementations with over 125 builders of all sizes and
types in 5 countries.
For more information about how TrueNorth can help your organization achieve its goals, please contact us at
248.446.1275 or on the web at www.truen.com. You may reach Scott Sedam directly via email, scott@truen.com.

See Scott’s blog “The Lean Builder” at HousingZone.com
See Scott’s monthly article in Professional Builder magazine or online at HousingZone.com
Please join the Lean Building Group on Linked In
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